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Company Description

Devexperts has been working for nearly two decades consulting and developing for the

financial industry. We solve complex technological challenges facing the most well-

respected financial institutions worldwide. 

By becoming a part of Devexperts, you’ll become a part of a company that fosters self-

improvement and actively seeks out-of-the-box ideas. Our teams work together to create

the next generation of financial software solutions. We welcome all candidates who believe, as

we do, that innovation is grounded in education.

Job Description

Who we are 

Devexperts is a financial software provider for online brokerage firms, investment

companies, and exchanges. Our company implements highly efficient systems to handle

complex business activities of numerous international customers.

At Devexperts, we develop an entire range of financial solutions: backend components,

middle-office software and a huge set of trading tools for Web, Mobile, and Desktop.

We are looking for a  Software Requirements Analyst  to help us make better products for our

customers. As a Software Requirements Analyst, you will be working in a team of

professionals with huge experience in creating financial software products.

We expect the Software Requirements analyst to
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analyze customers’ business processes and operations

elicit customers’ needs and propose solutions

develop functional requirements for software products

create various types of specifications for the product: User Stories, SRS, etc.

clarify requirements for the needs of design, development, QA and support teams

participate in the validation and provide feedback to the development team

demonstrate solutions to the customer and gather early feedback

explore competitor products and understand trends in both trading industry and software

development

help make communication across distributed teams clear and efficient

Qualifications

The candidate is required to possess

exceptional analytical abilities and problem-solving skills

excellent communication skills

fluent English

university degree in information systems, math or economics

experience in business analysis and business process modeling

experience in creating software requirements specifications: User Stories, BDD-

specifications, SRS, etc.

knowledge of software development methodologies

experience in a similar position in software development projects of at least 3 years

knowledge of the financial software for trading is a plus
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